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CONTENTSCONTENTSCONTENTSCONTENTS    

Hop Hoping. Collection Eduardo Arroyo brings together at the Museo Lázaro Galdiano a 
selection of nearly one hundred photographs from the collection of this multifaceted artist in 
which the individuals portrayed all appear with one foot in the air.  

The curators Fabienne Di Rocco and Eduardo Arroyo himself selected this museum as the 
most “fitting and ideal” place to show the exhibition. Here the collector facet of José Lázaro 
Galdiano meets this figure of the artist that is “painter, sculptor, printer, decorator, ceramist 
and writer”. Eduardo Arroyo has stated that while he is not a compulsive collector, he does 
collect artworks by his peers, as well as pieces that simply interest him and for the pleasure of 
saving them anonymity. He added that the Internet has been an important source for 
acquiring them.  

At the heart of the tenacious collection of photographs that has taken shape throughout 
Eduardo Arroyo´s dynamic career, are the anonymous images in with only one foot appears 
on the ground powerfully command our attention, affirm the exhibition curators. While the 
painter confesses that he has never made a photograph and does not poses a camera, this 
collection nevertheless reflects relevant moments in his life and in his trajectory as collector. 
For him, collecting is “the most noble action that can be undertaken” and one of his passions 
is “looking and collecting”, recovering forgotten images.  

Photography has long awakened curiosity in artists. In the case of Eduardo Arroyo, certain 
old images function like an archive; conscientiously conserved and introduced in the book 35 
ans après (35 Years After), is a brutal manifestation of a Spain under Franco´s regime; and 
the book Bambalinas, which can be considered his second autobiographical body of work, 
reveals a more intimate sequences. Arroyo shares with W. G. Sebald the pleasure of 
including in his books important photographic material that invites us to question the 
permanence of the images and their role in relationship to texts. Two years ago, Arroyo 
presented another aspect of his collection in the exhibition The Office of Saint Jerome at the 
Casa del Lector, which he considered relevant to his own work. By referencing the figure of 
Simon of the Desert, the images drew attention to the relationship between his two of his 
great passions: painting and literature.  

Di Rocco and Arroyo explain that the photographs selected for this exhibition, which forms 
part of the 20th anniversary of the largest festival for the image in our country, 
PHotoESPAÑA, exudes a melancholy that leads us to share the gaze of Susan Sontag, who 
considered each photograph a memento mori. All of them respond to the aesthetic 
importance conferred by the artist and have been found in street markets, such as the flea 
market in Paris and other common places visited by Eduardo Arroyo. “There are moments in 
life in which one finds surprises, discoveries, paradoxes”; paraphrasing Kafka “he who looks 
will not find, but he who doesn't look will be found”. 

Nearly one hundred snapshots are on display now at the Museo Lázaro Galdiano, where 
the portrayed individuals all appear with one foot in the air that, grouped out of chronicle 
order, constitute a double tribute: on one hand “to the photography of equilibrium, the 
photography of chance” and, on the other hand, “to some anonymous photographs, to those 
that have been lucky enough to be recognised in life and others rediscovered after death”. 
The considerable group of images, which show a clear preference for black and white or 
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sepia, constitute a selection from among the thousands of clichés of all genres and all 
periods, made by famous professional photographers, such as Ramón Masats, Cano, 
Gyenes or the Mayo Brothers, or from press agencies and photography studies, in addition 
to unknown, unidentified and anonymous authors. In this light, the exhibition gives 
importance to the most humble, abandoned photograph in its own state of deterioration. 
“Moreover, the forgotten family albums invite us into somebody else´s life”. 

In one of the snapshots, the boxer King Lewinsky´s sister Lena, whispers advice in her 
brother´s ear in a corner of the ring and he, with one foot on the ground and the other on a 
stool, acts as though he is listening but thinks only in the instant that the bell will ring to begin 
the fight. The picture of the girls balancing on one leg by the Mayo Brothers; Ramón 
Masats´espadrille rests on the loin of a mutt; the giant Jack Earl is portrayed in London 
resting one of his feet in his car; Gorka Postigo captured the tennis player David Ferrer 
challenging gravity on a stool… 

The portraits, the landscape of preference for this versatile artist, composes a “visual space 
bathed in melancholy, nostalgia, surprise and a little irony, where one can wonder around as 
one pleases, discovering the mystery of each photograph and looking over the memory of 
time”. 

This exhibition organised by PHotoESPAÑA and the Museo Lázaro Galdiano forms part of 
the official section of the twentieth edition of the festival of the image par excellence in our 
country, PHotoESPAÑA, and will be open from 26 May until 27 August in the Pardo Bazán 
gallery of the museum.   
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MUSEO LÁZARO GALDIANOMUSEO LÁZARO GALDIANOMUSEO LÁZARO GALDIANOMUSEO LÁZARO GALDIANO    
The Museo Lázaro Galdiano opened to the public on 27 January 1957 as a bequest to the 
Spanish government by José Lázaro Galdiano. One of the few Madrid mansions in its own 
grounds that has survived to this day, the museum houses more than 3,000 art works 
(selected from a collection of 12,600) exhibited over four floors in what was the home of 
José Lázaro Galdiano and his wife Paula Florido. 
 
The motto "A collection of collections" expresses the eclecticism of the museum's holdings, its 
excellent selection of paintings, which comprises masterpieces by Goya, Zurbarán, Carreño, 
El Greco, Cranach, Constable and Hieronymus Bosch, and a variety of collections that 
include sculptures, weapons, pottery, ivories, coins, jewellery, textiles and miniatures. 
 
The Museo Lázaro Galdiano's mission is to become a benchmark in the support, study and 
dissemination of collecting by encouraging reflection and discussion through programmes 
like "The Guest Collection", which has provided visitors with the opportunity to admire private 
collections of contemporary art such as those of María José Jove, Leandro Navarro and the 
Jozami Collection. 
 
Today, the museum's programme of activities includes not only temporary exhibitions but 
courses, literary evenings, concerts, seminars on collecting, and Sunday workshops 
throughout the year for children and families. 
 
Web: www.museolazarogaldiano.es 
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SELESELESELESELECTED IMAGESCTED IMAGESCTED IMAGESCTED IMAGES    
Nº Credit Image 

01  

Collection Eduardo Arroyo 

 

 

02 Paul Nahon 

Eduardo Arroyo, 1965-66  

© Paul Nahon 

Collection Eduardo Arroyo 

 

 

03  

Collection Eduardo Arroyo 

 

 

04  

Jeannine à Pen-bé, 1937 

Collection Eduardo Arroyo 
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05 Jean-Pierre Maurain.  

Ballet, c. 1990  

© Jean-Pierre Maurain 

Collection Eduardo Arroyo 

 

 

06 Dan Berilloux 

Petites Roches desde el lago 

de Crozet 

 

© Dan Berilloux 

Collection Eduardo Arroyo 

  

07 © Carlos Perez Moreno 

Collection Eduardo Arroyo 

 

 

08 © France-Soir 

Collection Eduardo Arroyo 
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PRACTICAL INFORMATIONPRACTICAL INFORMATIONPRACTICAL INFORMATIONPRACTICAL INFORMATION    
 

Hop hoping. Collection Eduardo ArroyoHop hoping. Collection Eduardo ArroyoHop hoping. Collection Eduardo ArroyoHop hoping. Collection Eduardo Arroyo....    
 
Curators:  Eduardo Arroyo y Fabienne Di Rocco 
Organised by:  PHotoESPAÑA and the Museo Lázaro Galdiano 
Date: 26 May - 27 August  
Place:    Museo Lázaro Galdiano. Sala Pardo Bazán.  
 Free Admission 
 C/ Serrano 122. 28026 Madrid.  
 Tuesday to Saturday, 10 am to 4.30 pm. Sunday until 3pm. Monday closed.  
Twitter: #PataCoja 
 
More info: www.museolazarogaldiano.es/   
 
PHOTOESPAÑAPHOTOESPAÑAPHOTOESPAÑAPHOTOESPAÑA    
AdressAdressAdressAdress c/ Verónica, 13. 29014 Madrid  
TelephoneTelephoneTelephoneTelephone   +34 913 601 326 
MailMailMailMail    info@phe.es  
WebWebWebWeb    www.phe.es  
Social MediaSocial MediaSocial MediaSocial Media   Facebook 

twitter.com/photoespana 
vimeo.com/ photoespana 
flickr.com/potos/photoespana/    

    
MUSEO LÁZARO GALDIANOMUSEO LÁZARO GALDIANOMUSEO LÁZARO GALDIANOMUSEO LÁZARO GALDIANO    
AdressAdressAdressAdress                C/ Serrano 122. 28026 Madrid 
How to get to the Museum Buses: 

C/ Serrano - 9, 16, 19, 51 
C/María de Molina - 12 
Paseo de la Castellana - 7, 14, 27, 40, 145 y 150 
C/ Diego de León - 61 
Underground: 
Line 5: Rubén Darío  
Lines 7 y 10: Gregorio Marañón 
Lines 5 y 9: Núñez de Balboa  
Line 6, 7 y 9: Avenida de América  

Oppening hoursOppening hoursOppening hoursOppening hours    Tuesday to Saturday, 10 am to 4.30 pm. Sunday until 3pm. 
Monday closed.     

TelephoneTelephoneTelephoneTelephone            +34    915 616 084    
MailMailMailMail                info@museolazarogaldiano.es     
WebWebWebWeb    www.museolazarogaldiano.es  
Social MediaSocial MediaSocial MediaSocial Media            facebook.com/FundacionLazaroGaldiano    
                twitter.com/Museo_Lazaro 
    youtube.com/user/MuseoLazaroGaldiano 

pinterest.com/museolazaro/ 
plus.google.com/+museolazarogaldianomadrid 
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